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The Baiscs
IT'S NOT AS HARD AS YOU MIGHT THINK

SEO IS:

Creating quality content that reflects your

brand and your audience and delivering it

efficiently.

SEO IS NOT:

Painfully expensive black-magic wizardry and

trying to pack as many keywords as possible

into every page. SNOWDON DIGITAL02



Haydns Three C's

COMPATABILITY

Make sure your site is always

compatible with mobile

devices and browsers.

CONTENT

Create content that's clear,

loads quickly and satisfies

your audience.

CONSISTENCY

Try to keep a steady flow of

content and updates over time

and stay relevant.



New Sites & Old Sites

NEW WEBSITE

An opportunity to make the right first

impression with search engines, but you

might have to work harder for position.

OLD WEBSITE

Fix your problem areas whilst maintaining

and building on your existing authority online,

but it can take more technical work if the site

is older or poorly built. SNOWDON DIGITAL04



Break It Down

TECHNICAL SEO

Making sure your site works, loads well

and includes the right meta info.

CREATIVE SEO

Creating effective content that

supports your SEO goals.

EVERYTHING ELSE

Spotting opportunities within analytics

& other tools, and building backlinks. SNOWDON DIGITAL 05
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Technical
SEO
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Page Speed

Image Optimisation

Analytics & Tracking

Meta & Keywords



Page Speed &

Optimisation

LOAD SPEED

Slow sites cost conversions. Clean up your assets and code.

MOBILE COMPATABILITY

More than 50% of traffic comes from mobile so make it work.

OTHER BROWSERS

Not all browser support the features so make sure you check.

CDN'S & CACHES

Faster and more stable delivery of your content when needed.

DOMAINS & REDIRECTS

Make it relevant and don't let deleted pages lead to dead ends.07 SNOWDON DIGITAL



Optimising Images

WHAT'S THE RIGHT SIZE?

A good rule of thumb is between 750px

and 1000px but no bigger than needed

they need to be.

FILE NAMES

imagesubject-companyname.jpg

TITLE & ALT TEXT

Title should be what the image is, alt

text should be its purpose on the page. SNOWDON DIGITAL 08



Analytics, Pixels &
Search Console

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

SEARCH CONSOLE

FACEBOOK PIXEL

See in-depth traffic and behaviour reports, invaluable for

spotting issues and opportunities.

Get an up-to-date view of how your site is ranking for

various serch terms and spot technical issues.

Track your users between your site and social media and

retarget their demographics for advertising. SNOWDON DIGITAL09
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Meta Titles, Descriptions & Keywords
Search engines want to know who to serve content to, not just a

quick summary of your content. It's the first thing people will see

in a search so make it stand out. SNOWDON DIGITAL



How To Choose
Keywords

START WITH SEARCH INTENT

What are they looking for? What are they likely to click

on?

CONSIDER YOUR BUYERS JOURNEY

Are you raising awareness, or are you going for a sale?

CHECK OUT YOUR COMPETITION

It's hard to list well with little content on a crowded

keyword, but it's still possible.

WORK OUT YOUR CONTENT FORMAT

Is it a product page, an article, a review, a list?

MONITOR YOUR CONTENT

Keep an eye on your analytics to see what's working.11 SNOWDON DIGITAL
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Creative
SEO
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Page Content

Articles & Blogs

Social Media

Branding



Content

ANSWER THE QUESTION

Always remember what your users are typing

in to the search engine.

COVER YOUR MAIN TOPICS IN FULL

Create short summarys for home pages and

in-depth content as main pages. SNOWDON DIGITAL13



Articles & Blogs

SUPPORT YOUR EXISTING CONTENT

Use articles and blogs to expand your

keyword reach for your key content.

BUILD AUTHORITY

More content for Google to consider

when listing you for a topic helps.

INCREASE ENGAGEMENT

Attract broader demographics and raise

brand awareness with the right content. SNOWDON DIGITAL 14



Social Media

FUNNEL YOUR TRAFFIC

Target your audiences to bring

them to your site.

STAY ON MESSAGE

Make sure your posts and

your website match up.

DON'T FORGET LINKS

Point people directly to where

they need to go.
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Never forget the importance of

unified branding across the web. It

will keep users engaged and will

boost your recognition and market

authority.

Branding



Other Stuff

SNOWDON DIGITAL

Reading Analytics
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Keyword Alerts

Backlink Building



Auditing a
Website

OVERALL SEO CHECK

A check with online tools will give you a solid overview.

SPEED TEST, MOBILE TEST & BROWSER TEST

Google Page Speed Insights will give a score to improve

on and check your site on multiple advices.

CONTENT & SOCIAL MEDIA REVIEW

How in sync is the web content and the social media

efforts and is social media a big traffic source?

ANALYTICS CHECK (IF POSSIBLE)

With analytics, we can check what pages are working,

what's not working and if we're reaching the right people.

COMPARE WITH GOALS

How does all of the information we now have compare

with our goals and what can we do to improve.
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Any
Questions?

EMAIL

haydn@snowdondigital.co.uk

IN-DEPTH CHAT

Consultations Available

NOTES & LINKS

snowdondigital.co.uk/seo-startupclub
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